FOCUS ON WORDS | Clothes and accessories

3 Read the definitions. Write the names of clothes and accessories.

This round and often tight-fitting hat covers your head and ears. beanie
1 Some women wear these shoes in order to look taller and more elegant. ________
2 A formal piece of clothing which is worn over a shirt and under a jacket. ________
3 These have a classic design from the past and protect your eyes from the sun. ________
4 A casual top which is made of very warm synthetic material, has long sleeves and is excellent in cold weather. ________
5 A piece of jewellery which men or women wear around their necks. ________
6 This is a kind of loose sporty jumper often made from cotton and can be worn for exercising. ________
7 These trousers are made from denim and they look like they have been worn a lot because of the light colour of the material. ________
8 This narrow piece of material, usually animal skin, has a metal piece at one end to help hold your trousers around your waist. ________

4 Choose the correct words.

Fashion in Focus Red Carpet Report

The Prince and Princess attended the premiere of the new James Bond film on Saturday. Prince Nicholas looked very smart in an elegant and stylish dark suit / denim jacket and an eye-catching purple leather belt / silk tie around his neck. Princess Abigail wore a dark knee-length skirt and a gorgeous blue shirt / blouse from her favourite Paris boutique.

The Princess always mixes casual and smart clothes to good effect and for this event she chose to wear large gold beanies / bangles around her wrist and unusual ankle boots / leggings – which helped make sure she wasn’t taller than her husband.

REMEMBER BETTER

Aby łatwiej zapamiętać nazwy ubrań oraz różnych akcesoriów, sporządź listę rzeczy ze swojej garderoby. Uwzględni szczyta takie jak kolor czy deseń. Sprawdź znaczenie nowych wyrazów w słowniku lub w Internecie.

Write a list of the items from exercises 1, 3 and 4 that you own. Add extra details. Look at the examples below for help.

I own a warm grey fleece, a pair of black leather ankle boots, a pair of blue faded jeans and a green beanie.
SHOW WHAT YOU’VE LEARNED

8 Choose the correct answers A–C.

1. These ___ jeans are actually new but they look like they have been worn a lot.
   A. faded       B. vintage  C. antique

2. There’s nothing more elegant than wearing a ___ tie with an Italian designer suit.
   A. straight    B. silk     C. denim

3. Don’t wear a suit if you prefer to go for a more ___ look.
   A. flow        B. attention C. look

4. Yvette is so ___ she spends hours every day just putting on her make-up.
   A. trendy      B. vain     C. down-to-earth

5. I’m surprised Billy was angry. He always comes ___ as very calm.
   A. over        B. through  C. across

6. I could never be famous because I hate being the ___ of attention.
   A. middle      B. centre   C. point

7. Luke is such a ___ person. I’ve never seen him stressed or worried.
   A. carefree    B. careful  C. casual

8. It can get quite chilly at night, so take your ___ just in case.
   A. sweatshirt  B. waistcoat C. blouse

9. My trousers are too large. Where did I put my brown leather ___ I wonder?
   A. boots       B. fleece   C. belt

10. Tyler should learn to go with the ___ and relax more often.
    A. appearance  B. flow     C. skin

7 Complete the descriptions of the people with some of the words from Exercise 6.

‘Housemates’ contestants enter house for new series
Last night the contestants for the latest series of hit TV show ‘Housemates’ entered their new home for the first time. Here’s what we think of them:

- Phillip – he seems to be a natural, sensible person. We think he’s the down-to-earth one in the house.
- Holly – she’s always happy and never seems to worry about how her behaviour affects the others. She’s 22 and a very ___ young woman.
- Simon – he really doesn’t like authority or doing what people tell him to do. We think he is very ___ and will be a difficult person who will create trouble with everybody.
- Stephanie – she is a young lady who doesn’t think in a deep or interesting way. She’s a very ___ person and only cares about becoming famous and winning the prize money.
- Tina – when she’s not looking in the mirror at herself, she’s probably planning what to wear the next day. She’s an incredibly ___ contestant.

FOCUS ON WORDS | Fashion and style
5 Complete the sentences with the words from the box. There are two extra words.

across appearance attention casual dressed fashion flow look skin trendy

I’d say I am quite ___ because I enjoy wearing the latest designs.
1. Some clothes never seem to go out of ___ – like jeans, for example.
2. Andrew loves being the centre of ___ and that’s why he wears such expensive clothes.
3. It’s unusual to see Ronny looking so smart – he usually goes for a ___ look.
4. Ian never looks like he is comfortable in his own ___ . Maybe some fashion advice would help him feel more confident?
5. You don’t have to spend a lot of money on caring about your ___ . There are plenty of fashionable clothes in second-hand stores nowadays.
6. Sandy comes across as very serious because she wears suits but in fact she’s very relaxed most of the time.
7. We never follow the latest trends – we simply go with the ___ and wear what we want.

FOCUS ON WORDS | Personality
6 Complete the sentences with the correct words. The first letters are given.

Leonard is ___ . He never seems to get worried or annoyed.
1. Mark never does anything stupid or has unrealistic ideas. He’s incredibly ___ .
2. People who are ___ tend not to worry too much about the results of their actions.
3. Jake’s always been ___ and has given his parents a lot of problems over the years.
4. You can tell if somebody is ___ by how often they look in shop windows at their own image.
5. I asked Boris to donate to charity but he said he’d rather spend money on a nice meal or buy something for himself. Is he always so selfish and ___ ?
1 Mark the sentences as H for habits/routines or N for things happening now.

1 The doctor doesn't usually arrive until 9 a.m. (H)
2 My cousin is a fashion journalist. She always looks stylish. (N)
3 In this programme, we’re reporting from Paris, the fashion capital of the world. (N)
4 ‘Faraway Travel’ is currently selling weekend trips to Berlin at bargain prices. (N)
5 We give free cinema tickets to all customers who spend more than £100 on clothes. (N)

2 Choose the correct forms.

Jill: What do you think of these shoes, Kate?
Kate: To be honest, I prefer / ‘m preferring the ones you tried on first.

Tim: Are you going to wear that cap, Danny?
Danny: Do you ask / Are you asking if you can borrow it, Tim?

Vicky: Shall I cook some salmon for lunch, Max?
Max: Vicky, you know I don’t like / ‘m not liking fish.

Ellie: Do you wear / Are you wearing thermal underwear today, Jo?
Jo: No, I’m not. I only wear it when it’s really cold.

Fran: I like / ‘m liking your new suit, Jon. Was it expensive?
Jon: Yes, Fran. Actually, it was very expensive.

Lewis: What do you think of the film so far, Grandma?
Grandma: To be honest, Lewis I don’t enjoy / ‘m not enjoying it at all!

3 Complete the pairs of sentences or questions with the correct present forms of the verbs in capitals. Use short forms where possible.

THINK
a What do you think (you) of my new sweatshirt?
Cool huh?

b You look sad. What are you thinking (you) about?

HAVE
a I’m sorry but I can’t come and meet you right now. I lunch with Becky.

b Kristy four different pairs of trainers.

 NOT SEE
a Dave his girlfriend a lot this month because he’s revising for his exams.

b I any difference between this woollen hat and the one you bought last week.

TASTE
a This coffee strange. Did you clean the cup well?

b Jeremy the curry to see how spicy it is.

4 Find and correct the mistakes. Use short forms where possible. One sentence is correct.

I am not believing Zoe lost my favourite jacket.

don’t believe

1 Is she really needing another new handbag?

2 Are these flowers for me? Oh, Jack! I’m not knowing what to say!

3 What is happening over there? What are all those people looking at?

4 I’m not wanting to wear a suit. I hate formal clothes.

5 Laura isn’t hating Maths, she just finds it difficult.

6 Are you seeing the necklace with the three diamonds? That’s the one I want.

5 Complete the blog with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets. Use short forms where possible.

Polish Stylish
Welcome to my fashion blog. I’m Magda from Warsaw and I love (love) fashion. I 1 (have) my own clothes shop called ‘Polish Stylish’ on Chmielna Street. Today is Thursday, and that means my business partner 2 (work) in our shop, so I 3 (not/need) to go to work. Lucky me! The weather is beautiful, so I 4 (wear) my favourite vintage sunglasses and a simple white cotton blouse. Personally, I 5 (not/like) clothes with big designer logos all over them – my business partner and I 6 (believe) that simple, stylish clothes are always the best choice. Come and visit us at ‘Polish Stylish’ and see for yourself.
LISTENING LANGUAGE PRACTICE

1.3 Expressions • adverbs • relationship phrases

1 Read the interview with Jenny. Complete expressions 1–5 with verbs from the box. Change the forms of the verbs if necessary. There are two extra verbs.

continue find get happen last lose stop take

Extract from Students’ Book recording

P: It’s so easy to make new online friends, isn’t it? They ask to be your friend, and you accept. It’s not as easy to make real life friends, is it?

J: That’s right. We make online friends very quickly. But a real friend is somebody you […] know over a long period of time. You meet, you spend time together and you get to know one another – it takes a long time to become close friends.

P: That’s right. But some friendships don’t last forever. […] when you don’t want to a friendship, you can simply de-friend people, can’t you?

J: I’m not sure I agree with that actually. I really hard to de-friend online friends. It seems really mean. I suppose that’s why I’ve got over 300 online friends. In real life, if you fall out with a friend, you don’t see them any more. Or sometimes you decide that you no longer have much in common. Then you lose touch. You don’t have to make the decision – it just naturally.

REMEMBER BETTER

Staraj się zapamiętywać nie pojedyncze słowa, ale całe wyrażenia. Dzięki temu łatwiej będzie wykonywać zadania maturalne polegające na uzupełnianiu luk w tekście. Bardzo często brakujące słowo będzie tworzyć kolokację lub związek frazeologiczny z wyrazem znajdującym się przed lub za łuką.

Complete the sentences with the correct form of a phrase in bold from the extract in Exercise 1.

Everybody gets spots sometimes no matter how often they wash their face. It just happens naturally.

1 All good things must come to an end. Nothing *__________.

2 A couple should *__________ extremely well before they get engaged.

3 *__________ to qualify as a lawyer or a doctor.

4 Colin *__________ to talk to girls. He gets embarrassed very easily.

5 I’m afraid I can’t *__________ with anyone who turns out to be untrustworthy.

REMEMBER THIS

Przysłówki (adverbs of manner) określają, w jaki sposób wykonywane są czynności. Większość z nich jest regularna: adjective + -ly. Wyjątkiem jest well (adjective: good). We make online friends very quick + -ly. How well do you know them?

Czasem dodanie przyrostka -ly powoduje zmiany w pisowni np. cheeky → cheekily.

Niekotóre przysłówki (early, fast, hard, high, late, long and low) mają takie same formy jak przymiotniki.

It takes a long time to become close friends. (adj)

Making online friends … doesn’t take long at all. (adv)

2 Read REMEMBER THIS. Complete each pair of sentences with the adverb and the adjective forms of a word in the box. Show which form it is: adv / adj.

( good happy late long )

Ryan didn’t do very well in the race, but at least he tried. adv / adj

Not everyone can be intelligent or attractive, but we can all be good. adv / adj

1 Will we have to wait for the results of the English test?

If you want a lift, be nice to me.

It is a long journey. They had hours to talk about everything.

2 Nina and Eliza arrived and missed the start of the fashion show.

I can hardly keep my eyes open.

3 We are to announce that school will be closed this Friday.

I will wait for you if we can go for ice cream afterwards.

FOCUS ON WORDS | Relationship phrases

3 Choose the correct answers A–C.

1 Scott is a reliable friend. He’s always there when I need someone to talk to.

A by B with C for

2 Have you fallen with your sister again, James? Why can’t you two just be friends?

A over B out C off

3 Matt and I used to be best friends, but since we left school, we’ve lost touch each other.

A about B with C to

4 Dylan thinks his cousin is arrogant. They don’t get with each other very well.

A along B over C out

5 Leah and Sophie got each other on a long bus journey. They had hours to talk about everything together.

A learn B discover C know

6 Dan doesn’t hang out John because he doesn’t like him very much.

A with B by C to
1 Read the texts. Match pictures A–C with texts 1–3.

A  
B  
C  

NEWS

35-year-old Herbert Chavez from the Philippines has transformed* himself from an ordinary dress maker into a real life Superman. After nineteen surgeries that copy the comic book hero’s look, Chavez has become a real-life Clarke Kent.

Herbert first fell in love with the superhero when he was five years old. Since then he has spent around 300,000 pesos (£4,400) on his obsession – a huge amount of money compared to the average wage in the Philippines.

When he’s not making dresses, Herbert can often be seen in the streets around his home dressed as Superman. He aims to teach children good morals and have some fun at the same time.

Herbert says he feels like a superhero whenever he pulls on the costume,* but his mission is not to save the world but to help in his own small way and bring a smile to the faces of local children.

Sleepily, Fiona switched off the alarm clock and tried to wake up fully. It was Monday again and she had another busy week ahead. With only four weeks until her final exams, there was lots of hard work to do and no time for her social life. She really wanted to be older, already finished with school, already earning. Perhaps because winter was coming and it was still cold and dark outside, she found it especially difficult to get out of bed this morning. Her legs felt heavy and she seemed to have less energy than usual. Maybe she had slept badly. Finally, she made it to the bathroom, switched on the light and stood by the washbasin. When she saw her reflection* in the mirror, she screamed. Looking back at her was the face of a terrified old woman – herself, but wrinkled,* pale and grey-haired …

At Oddfaces we like our models to be fabulously fat or superbly skinny, ten-feet tall or shockingly short. We love odd models with tattoos, piercings and memorable faces.

We have over 1,000 unique character models between the ages of 18 and 98 and sizes 7 and 27. Our models can bring a truly eye-catching look to music videos, TV shows and films, and of course print and film advertising.

For over a decade, we have successfully provided the most unusual faces and bodies for top fashion designers, photographers and film directors.

If you need beautifully strange and strangely beautiful people, then look no further.

Pretty faces are everywhere these days – choose something different. Choose Oddfaces.

GLOSSARY

transform (v) – change completely; przeobrazić się

reflection (n) – an image you can see in a mirror, glass or water; odbicie

wrinkled (adj) – skin or cloth that is wrinkled has small lines or folds in it; pomarszczony

transform (v) – change completely; przeobrazić się

costume (n) – clothes that make you look like something, e.g. an animal or a famous person; kostium, przebranie
2  Read the texts again. Choose the correct answer A–D.
1 According to the article, Herbert Chavez uses his new appearance
A to earn money.
B to educate and entertain.
C to promote his business.
D to remind him of his childhood.
2 The story describes a change in Fiona’s
A appearance and mood.
B daily routine.
C behaviour.
D social life.
3 The author of text 3 wants to
A announce a competition.
B offer advice.
C advertise a company.
D tell a story.

3  Read the text again. Complete the sentences about each text with 1–3 words in each gap.
1 Herbert Chavez has been ____________ Superman since his childhood.
2 Herbert’s fascination with Superman has cost him ____________ than the people in the Philippines usually make.
3 Fiona needed to make a great effort to get ready for ____________.
4 Fiona usually has more ____________ than she had on the morning of the story.
5 You don’t have to be young or very slim to be ____________ by Oddfaces.
6 Oddfaces might be a good place for you if you are looking for someone with ____________.

4 Complete the gaps with the underlined synonyms from the texts.

- extremely frightened = terrified
- operations = ________
- ten years = ________
- strange = ________
- poorly = ________
- massive = ________

5 Complete the sentences with the correct words. The first letters are given.

Tammy wants to open a shop that sells original garments from the 1960s. Dresses, boots, jewellery – any items of clothing and accessories from that era really.
1 Hoodies may be i________ clothes for today’s graffiti artists and skaters but they were first worn in the 1930s in America for sports training.
2 Yes, madam. This jacket is u________, so it’s fine for either your son or your daughter to wear.
3 These trousers are too long, so I need to take them to a t________ before I can wear them.
4 Don’t you think it’s crazy that people buy designer u________ just to wear beneath their clothes?
5 Cotton is a good f________ for shirts because it’s light and easy to dye different colours.

6 Match the halves of the compound adjectives in boxes A and B and complete the sentences.

A brightly cutting- hard- fast- multi- short-
B coloured drying edge purpose sleeved wearing

The latest in cutting-edge fashion are clothes that don’t get wet or dirty.
1 This sports shirt is ____________, so I can wash it tonight and wear it again tomorrow morning.
2 Jakub never wears __________ shirts to work because he has a big tattoo on his arm.
3 Jeans became popular for workmen because they are __________ and last a long time.
4 I love clothes which are ___________. My electric-blue and sunflower-yellow Jimmi Hendrix T-shirt is my favourite piece of clothing!
5 Clothes which are __________ might not be the most fashionable but they are the most practical. You can wear them on any occasion.
SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW

1 Complete the sentences and questions with the Present Perfect Simple forms of the verbs in brackets. Use short forms.

   Claire has disliked (dislike) Danny since they first met at Julia’s party.

1. ________ (you/know) Megan for a long time?
2. ________ (never/understand) why people pay so much for brand name clothing.
3. How long ________ (Chloe/want) to be a fashion designer?
4. ________ (they/see) all the paintings in the gallery yet?
5. Grandma ________ (not/need) glasses since she had the eye operation.

2 ★ Complete the tour guide’s speech with the Present Perfect Continuous forms of the verbs in brackets. Use short forms.

Welcome to our kilt factory. We hope you enjoy the tour. Have you been waiting (you/wait) long? I hope not. Our company 1 ________ (produce) kilts for over 150 years. Today we are going to see how a traditional Scottish kilt is made. We 2 ________ (make) our famous Highlander model since the 1920s. Originally kilts were designed for everyday use, but later they were worn only on more formal occasions. We 3 ________ (sell) more and more of them as fashion items in recent years. We also make trousers here at the factory but we 4 ________ (not/do) that for as long. Now sir, I see that you are wearing one of our kilts. You look wonderful! 5 ________ (you/buy) our brand for a long time?

3 ★★ Charlie and Mary are at an art gallery. Choose the correct forms to complete the dialogue.

M: Can we rest for a minute, Charlie? We 1 haven’t stopped / haven’t been stopping since we got here.
   I’m exhausted!
C: Sure, Mary. We 2 have walked / have been walking around since 9. Let’s get a coffee.
M: Great. 3 I haven’t had / haven’t been having a drink since this morning.

In the café …
C: There are some lovely paintings here, don’t you think?
M: Yeah, lovely. It 4 have been / 5 have been being a great morning, Charlie.
C: Listen Mary, I 6 have waited / have been waiting for the right moment to talk to you.
M: Really, Charlie? What is it?
C: Well, we are good friends, and we 7 have liked / have been liking each other for a long time, right?
M: Yes, Charlie. We 8 have spent / have been spending more and more time together recently. What do you want to say?
C: Well, do you think you and I could maybe study for our exams together?
M: Yes, Charlie, I suppose we could.

4 ★★ Complete one sentence with the Present Perfect Simple and one with the Present Perfect Continuous form of each verb in capitals.

READ
   a Rebecca has been reading that novel all day.
   b Rebecca has read five books this year.

1 LOOK
   a James and Kirsty have been looking at photos all morning.
   b James and Kirsty have looked at most of the photos from the school trip.

2 SAVE (you)
   a How long have you been saving money for a new phone?
   b How much money have you saved this year?

3 COLLECT
   a Dan has collected over 200 different Spiderman comics.
   b Dan has been collecting comics for seven years.

4 NOT PLAY
   a Karen has not been playing football since she broke her leg last year.
   b Karen has not been playing chess for very long, so she still forgets the rules sometimes.

SHOW WHAT YOU’VE LEARNT

5 Complete the text with the Present Perfect Simple and Present Perfect Continuous forms of the verbs from the box. Use short forms. There are two extra verbs.

Emma Brady Stylists

Have you bought any new clothes this year? How long 1 ________ the same old shoes? How many times 2 ________ your hairstyle this year? If you ________ fashion magazines recently because you’ve been too busy, but want to know what is stylish right now, then maybe I can help. My name is Emma Brady and I’m a personal stylist and shopping consultant. For the last four years, my colleagues and I ________ men and women to choose clothes, shoes and hairstyles that really suit them. Since I started my business, I ________ with over 200 customers. We ________ some very famous people as extremely satisfied clients.
Contact us now at em@ebstyle.net
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1.6 USE OF ENGLISH

Word formation – common suffixes

1. Complete the sentences with the correct verb form of the words in brackets.
   Janice hopes (HOPE) you can come to the barbecue party on Sunday.
   1. Where was James ________ (EDUCATE)? Did he go to a private school?
   2. My Grandpa always said: ‘If you want to ________ (SUCCESS) in life, work hard and play fair.’
   3. I’m so happy! I’ve been ________ (ACCEPT) into my first choice of university!
   4. Getting into the best university in the country was Laura’s great ________ (ACHIEVE).
   5. Mark’s ________ (CREATE) helps him write amazing stories for children.

2. Choose the correct answers A–C.

A. Karl: I’m ________ (honest) with you. I don’t think you can come.
B. Nigel: Can _____ (achieve) to your last date?
C. Dan: Where was James ________ (educate)? Did he go to a private school?

3. Complete the sentences using the prompts in brackets. Do not change the order of the words.
   Change the forms or add new words where necessary. Use between two and three words in each gap.
   "I have to admit that I ________ (cry/pathetically) when I saw just how bad my new tattoo was.
   I have never ________ (speak/dishonest) to you but have only ever told you the truth.
   This handbag ________ (be/ridiculous / expensive) – who on earth would buy this?
   Amanda ________ (go/absolute) crazy when she found out she was the Model of the Year.
   Truman apologised for ________ (behave/bad) when he lost the match.
   Janice has never ________ (shout/angry) at her naughty little sister.

4. Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first. Use between two and five words.
   She has totally no education. She is ________ (totally uneducated).
   1. My aunt Josie is very creative when she dresses. My aunt Josie dresses ________ (profession).
   2. If you want to achieve success in the fashion industry, work hard. If you want to be ________ (achieve), work hard.
   3. It surprised a lot of people when Blake accepted the Worst-Dressed Man of 2018 award. ________ (be/absolute)________ of the award for the worst-dressed man of 2018 surprised a lot of people.
   4. Our sponsors are not obliged to visit the exhibition. There is ________ (be/absolute)________ for our sponsors to visit the exhibition.
   5. Harvey gave me an angry look when he saw me in his leather jacket. Harvey looked ________ (be/absolute)________ when he saw me in his leather jacket.

5. Complete the text with the correct form of the words in the box. There are two extra words.

create educate honest leader priority profession regulate respect

Working with stars

Anyone who works in media must look their best at all times. How do they achieve this? Most use the services of a professional make-up artist – or cosmetologist. Is this a job you might fancy doing? Well, here’s what you need to know.

Firstly, a make-up specialist will need a formal ________ (be/absolute)________ in cosmetology. This is usually a mix of a practical and a theoretical course. One particular skill that is needed at this early stage is ________ (be/absolute)________ because during these studies, trainees should start building a portfolio of their best work.

In some countries, official ________ (be/absolute)________ say that cosmetologists then have to complete an exam in health and safety before they can get a licence to work.

Good ________ (be/absolute)________ skills are not needed because most cosmetologists are their own boss and often run their own business. And, whether they choose to work in a salon, in a theatre, or work in TV or film studios, a good make-up artist is always ________ (be/absolute)________ of their clients as good customer service is essential in this job.
1 Match the beginnings with the correct endings to form sentences.

He’s in his (g) a blue eyes.
1 She’s the sort of person who (b) hard-working.
2 She’s got long (c) forgets his manners.
3 He sometimes (d) loves kids.
4 The first thing you notice about her is her large (e) fashionable clothes.
5 He usually wears (f) blonde hair.
6 She’s not always (g) mid-twenties.

2 Put the words in order to complete the sentences.

in / early / thirties / her / is
Becky is in her early thirties.
1 interested / is / not / fashion / in / really
Peter isn’t really interested in fashion.
2 a / make / would / doctor / great
Lucy would make a great doctor.
3 beautiful / hair / long / blonde / got
Marta’s hair is long and blonde.
4 bit / is / too / a / slim
Liam’s a bit too slim.
5 a / would / great / make / model
Roxanne would make a great model.
6 who / kind / person / always / your / remembers / birthday / of / is / the
Lucas is the kind of person who always remembers your birthday.

3 Complete Adam’s description with the words from the box. There are two extra words.

built casual dark dresses easy-going friendly height into our type

Hi Jake
I’m meeting Josh later. U coming out?

Josh?????
Not sure. What does he look like?

Hi Adam
U know Josh, don’t you? Emily’s cousin.

He’s our age with long 1 ________ hair.

What?
Do I?

He’s got a 2 ________ face.

Oh come on Adam. He’s about medium 3 ________ and fairly well- 4 ________ . You know him!

Oh! U mean ‘Goth Josh.’ Yeah, he’s an 7 ________ guy. What time are we meeting?

He always 5 ________ in black and he’s 6 ________ Goth music.

4 Find and correct the mistakes.

Mrs Baldwin is kinds of easy-going as a teacher if you ask me. kind of
1 My baby sister, who is three, tends cry a lot. ________
2 I’m not particular lazy, but I like to do nothing sometimes. ________
3 Andrzej always isn’t very polite with new people. ________
4 Ula sorts of shy, but she’s different when you get to know her. ________
5 Diana can a little tired in the evenings because she wakes up at 6 a.m. every day. ________
6 Paulo could be a bit little smarter, but he has made an effort to dress nicely. ________
7 Dad’s exactly not a genius, but he is very clever. ________

5 Complete the text with the words and phrases from the box. Sometimes more than one answer is possible.

a little bit bit could be kind little not exactly particularly sort-of

I saw an interesting picture in a sort of gallery or café the other day. It’s a portrait of a man. There’s a lot of blue in the picture and the man, who is wearing a dark blue jacket, looks 1 ________ of cool, almost like he doesn’t care about anything in the world. But he’s also 2 ________ mysterious in my opinion. He’s 3 ________ strange-looking, but he has got big blue eyes which look straight at you. His hair 4 ________ blue too, but because the picture is so dark, it’s a 5 ________ hard to tell for sure. And his coat, which doesn’t 6 ________ fit him very well — it’s far too big — makes the man look a 7 ________ uncomfortable. It was only after looking at the picture for some time that I read the short text below it and learned that it was a self-portrait by one of the most famous 20th-century painters!
6 Read the task below. Then read the email and complete gaps A–E with the correct form of the words from the box.

Your friend is going to visit the English city where you stayed as an exchange student last year. The family you stayed with have agreed that your friend can stay with them during his/her visit. They have never met before. Write an email to the family’s teenage son/daughter. Include and develop these points:

- Say briefly how you met your friend.
- Describe your friend’s appearance and personality.
- Mention some of the things your friend wants to do during his/her stay.
- Thank the family for agreeing to let your friend stay with them.

(bit can particular sort tend)

Hi Amy,

I hope you’re fine. I’d like to tell you a few words about Irena – the girl who’s going to stay with you this summer.

Irena and I met in the playground when we were children. First, I wasn’t A____nice to her, but later we became great friends.

When you get to the airport, look for a tall and a B____too slim girl with long, dark hair and big, blue eyes. A girl who looks C____of casual but fashionable at the same time – that’s Irena 😊.

She is a cool, easy-going girl, and a kind of person who looks / feels good in her own skin. But sometimes she D____be a bit shy and reserved, especially in new situations.

Irena’s always enjoyed / been enjoying fashion so she’s coming to the UK to visit some design schools and check the trendiest places. So maybe you could show her what’s in / at fashion in London now?

Thank you again for letting Irena stay with you. I know how great it is to stay with a British family, and I’m sure you’ll have a great time. Just be careful – she E____to talk a lot 😅.

Write soon, so we don’t lose / drop touch.

Love,
Inga

7 Read the email again. Choose the correct answers in 1–4.

SHOW THAT YOU’VE CHECKED

Gdy skończysz pisać pracę, sprawdź, czy uwzględniłeś/uwzględniłaś wszystkie punkty z listy.

Mój nieformalny e-mail:

- rozpoczyna się przyjaznym zwrotem, np. Dear James lub Hi Gemma,
- wyjaśnia, dlaczego piszesz,
- zawiera opis mojego kolegi / mojej koleżanki (włosy, oczy, twarz, wzrost, sylwetka, typowy strój),
- uwzględnia informacje o jego/jej osobowości i zainteresowaniach,
- zawiera podziękowanie dla rodziny,
- uwzględnia formy skrócone (np. I’m/aren’t/ that’s),
- może zawierać emotikony (😊) i skróty (info/CU/ gr8), choć nie za wiele,
- kończy się przyjaznym zwrotem pożegnalnym, np. Bye 4 now, All the best, Lots of love,
- nie zawiera błędów ortograficznych,
- liczy 80–130 słów,
- został starannie i czytelnie napisany.
2 Complete the description with phrases from the Speaking Bank.

This photo shows a woman and a little boy shopping together. They are probably mother and son. It's hard to say exactly how old the little boy is, but he looks about 7 or 8. The woman is wearing casual clothes and comfortable shoes and the little boy is dressed like a superhero! He looks very unhappy though, in fact he is crying. I think they are in a children's clothes shop because the clothes on sale look very small, and in the background there are several other adults with young children. The woman is showing the boy a little white shirt and a tie. I imagine they are shopping for a school uniform, but I don't think he likes it. I'm not sure, maybe the little boy is upset because he'd prefer to wear his superhero clothes for school.

3 Find and correct the mistakes. Two sentences are correct.

I think she hasn't bought anything.
I __________ anything.
I think they’re very elegant.
I __________.
I think those trousers won’t fit her.
I __________ her.
I think green doesn’t suit him.
I __________ him.
I think he doesn’t look very happy.
I __________ very happy.

4 Choose the correct words.

In this photo, I can see three young women. They are probably as though in a hairdressing salon, because the woman on the left has cut the blonde girl's hair. The hairdresser looks quite young and a bit nervous, or perhaps she is just concentrating on what she is doing. It's hard to say, but I think the woman in on the right is checking what the hairdresser is doing. She's dressed quite smartly and seems to be an instructor or the boss, so maybe the hairdresser is still in training. Personally, I would never go to a trainee hairdresser, but I think the blonde girl isn’t too worried. She's smiling and looks very relaxed. Maybe she's happy because she is getting a free haircut!

Hi Kat – just back from the sales. Got some real bargains! First thing I bought was a (grey / woolen / cute) hat and a (silver-grey / long / lovely) scarf. They only had (glove / old-fashioned) gloves in the sale, so I’ll have to keep looking for those. I also found a coat finally! It’s a (black / mid-length / smart) raincoat and it was reduced by 50%! See you at 7 – fingers crossed it stays cold and wet – I want to wear my new stuff ;) Tina x

Sent 16:41
1.9 VIDEO AND VLOG WORKSHEET

**BBC Distressing jeans**

**Before you watch**

1. **SPEAKING** Discuss the questions.
   1. How many pairs of jeans do you have?
   2. Where were your jeans made?
   3. Which styles and colours do you like best? Why?

2. Put the adjectives describing jeans under the appropriate heading. Use a dictionary if necessary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Destroyed</th>
<th>Distressed</th>
<th>Immaculate</th>
<th>Pristine</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

New/Good condition Old/Bad condition

---

**While you watch**

3. **Watch the video and answer the questions about distressed jeans.**
   1. Where are they made?
   2. Why are they made?
   3. How are they made?

4. **Complete four extracts from the first part of the video (00:00–02:01) with the adjectives from Exercise 2.** Then watch again and check your answers.

1. The worldwide market for denim jeans is enormous, and one of the most popular styles is ______ jeans.
2. We’re in India, we’re just heading towards a denim factory that distresses denim and makes it look ________.
3. Do you find it slightly strange that you take something that is _______ and ________ and you totally destroy it?
4. Yes, mostly young people they like garments with more distressed look, more ________ look.

---

5. How does the presenter sum up the difference between young people’s and old people’s attitude to jeans?

6. **Watch the second part of the video (02:01–03:16) again and put the stages of the distressing process in the correct order.**

   - a The grinding machine
   - b More washing with stones and bleach
   - c Adjusting the crinkles by hand
   - d Using sand paper to produce white lines
   - e It’s finished!
   - f More sanding to produce holes
   - g It’s over to the wet processing area

---

**After you watch**

7. How does the presenter react to his jeans being distressed?

---

**FOCUS VLOG About clothes**

1. **Which of the clothes in the box do you own?** Compare with a partner.
   - a beanie    boots    a hoodie    fun socks    a necklace    a perfect-fitting blazer    running shoes    sandals    shorts    sunglasses    swimwear    a trench coat    a waterproof jacket

2. **Watch Holly, Noah, Laura, Kristina, Peter and Lauren answering the questions below. Which of the clothes in Exercise 1 do they mention?**
   1. Have you bought any new clothes recently?
   2. Is there anything you’ve been planning to buy but haven’t yet?

3. **Watch again and answer the questions.**
   1. Who hasn’t bought anything recently?
   2. Who has been looking for a new bag?
   3. Who has bought something second-hand?
   4. Who has bought some children’s clothes?
   5. Who has been looking for something for two years?
   6. Who has been trying to buy new shoes?

---

**SPEAKING** Discuss the questions in Exercise 2 with a partner.
VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR

1 Choose the correct words.
A black leather jacket with a white T-shirt has been trendy/ iconic since James Dean and Marlon Brando wore them in the 1950s.
1 Why do you have to be so rebellious/shallow all the time? Can’t you do what I ask you to do just once?
2 I wish I could be as down-to-earth/carefree as Harry. I’m always trying to do stupid and impractical things.
3 What kind of garment/fabric is that dress made from? It’s so soft to the touch.
4 These boots are really multi-purpose/hard-wearing. I’ve had them for two years and they’re still in excellent condition.
5 Sarah likes to stand out – that’s why she usually goes for a casual look/brightly-coloured clothes.

2 Complete the sentences with the words from the box. There are two extra words.

bangles beanie dark suit denim jacket fleece high heels necklace leggings

Stella bought a very cheap necklace and after a few days the chain broke from around her neck and she lost it.
1 Most heat is lost through the head, so wear a __________ to stay really warm.
2 Put on a thermal T-shirt with a __________ over the top and then a jacket. You can put the jacket in your backpack if you get too hot up the mountain.
3 Tracy likes wearing __________ because they are comfortable and keep her legs nice and warm.
4 I don’t like wearing __________ because they’re too loose and move around when I use my arms.
5 David, we are going to a funeral! Of course you can’t wear a __________ and jeans.

3 Complete the sentences with the correct words.

You look very trendy. Even your shoes are fashionable and up-to-date.
1 What are you wearing!? Sunglasses like those have been out of fashion for years! I suggest you buy a new pair.
2 Whenever I’ve had problems or been upset, my mum has always been there for me.
3 Have you finally sorted out with Suzie again? Why are you two always arguing?
4 I’m almost ready, Dad. I just need to pack clean underwear, and another pair of socks and then I’ve got everything I need for our weekend trip.
5 That’s a lovely wristlet, Adam. Is it part of a three-piece suit or a separate item?

4 Complete the sentences with the correct form of the words in brackets. Sometimes more than one answer is possible.

Every time I see you, you look (look) completely different. I love your new hairstyle!
1 I ___________ (not look) completely different. I love your new hairstyle!
2 I ___________ (not believe) you, Hannah. You’ve lied about this so many times.
3 Ian ___________ (dance) with Kelly at the moment, but he really wants to dance with Alison.
4 Beverly ___________ (need) to see a doctor about her headaches.
5 ___________ (put) raisins in Dad’s birthday cake again this year? Please don’t! I hate them!
6 Becky ___________ (not know) how to use her new camera – probably because she hasn’t read the instructions.

5 Choose the correct forms.

Jessica has eaten/has been eating the same kind of frozen meal five times this week.
1 Amanda has known/has been knowing Natalia for about three years now.
2 Lucy has worried/has been worrying about her hair constantly since we arrived at the party. I’ve told her she looks great, but she doesn’t believe me.
3 Actually, I can speak Polish, so I’ve understood/ I’ve been understanding everything you’ve been saying about me.
4 Nathan has sung/ has been singing the same song all morning. It’s driving me crazy!
5 George and Ola have met/ have been meeting in secret since their parents told them to stop seeing each other.

6 Choose the correct answers A–C.

New Uniform for City Hospital Nurses

The nurses of Hallamshire Hospital are the same old uniform for the last 10 years. Recently the hospital decided it was time for a change and today pictures of the nurses’ new look are finally up on the hospital website. The old-fashioned white and grey uniforms have been replaced by a much more modern and multi-purpose outfit for both male and female nurses. Sophie Baxter, the head nurse on the children’s ward, said: ‘I’ve been waiting a very long time for a change. The new dark blue trousers and dark green T-shirts look great together and we’ve been wearing the new look is great. We’ve been wearing a very long time for a change. The new dark blue trousers and dark green T-shirts look great together and we’ve thought that the colours and style are much more practical.’ Of course, nobody wants to go to hospital, but if you are there, you will now be looked after by some very well-dressed nurses.

A wore B have been wearing C are wearing
1 A vintage B unisex C short-sleeved
2 A ‘m thinking B think C have been thinking
3 A’ve been waiting B ‘re waiting C wait
4 A are all agreeing B all agree C have all been agreeing
5 A well-dressed B hard-wearing C short-sleeved

Total /30
USE OF ENGLISH

7 Choose the correct answers A–C to replace the underlined part of the sentence.

Ursula has always been incredibly vain.
A been too proud of the way she looks
B always looked incredible
C dressed very elegantly

1 Do shallow people usually care too much about what they look like?
A people who don’t think about serious things
B people who don’t care about others
C people who like to be trendy

2 This shop has had cutting-edge fashions from around the world for years.
A sold the most stylish
B been offering the most expensive
C been selling the most modern

3 Why didn’t you like Thomas? He came across as very friendly.
A seemed to be
B tried to be
C pretended to be

4 I’m going to wear this blouse to the open air concert tonight. Does it look OK?
A intend to have this blouse on
B’d rather wear this blouse
C prefer to wear this blouse

5 Ollie thinks he looks really trendy since he changed his hairstyle.
A iconic now he’s changed
B fashionable after changing
C rebellious since he’s been changing

8 Choose the correct answers A–C.

Just Like Friends

It’s an interesting fact that those of us who B friends don’t only have certain things in common, but actually sometimes look alike too. Take my best friend Joe, for example. We get 1 with each other really well and both like many of the same things. We enjoy 2 time in the park, for instance.

But that’s not all. We both 3 to wear denim jackets. I think it’s because we both want to look like 4 – although of course, it’s one thing to look this way and another to act like it! Still, the jacket’s a really practical thing to wear too as it’s a particularly strong 5 but is still quite light.

I read somewhere that people who wear glasses are more likely to be friends with people that wear glasses too. Maybe it’s the same with styles of shirts and jackets? Oh, and there’s one thing I forgot to mention – Joe is my dog :-)

A make
B become
C have

1 A through
B by
C along

2 A to spend
B spending
C spend

3 A prefer
B have preferred
C are preferring

4 A rebellion
B rebels
C rebellious

5 A garment
B tailor
C suit

9 Translate the Polish parts of the sentences.

You could wear your new leather belt (skórzany pasek) if that skirt is too big.

1 Paddy 1 (chce wiedzieć) for weeks now if Martha has a boyfriend.

2 Have you 2 (staracila kontakt z) your old friend Sebastian?

3 If you 3 (dbalbyś bardziej o swój wygląd), you’d feel better.

4 Which of your friends 4 (spędzacie razem najwięcej czasu)?

5 I 5 (poznałem) myself really well when I went travelling alone.

10 Complete each pair of sentences with the same word.

Oh no, my favourite faded jeans have got a hole in the knee.

The pages in this book are faded and I can’t read the text very well.

1 Are ankle-length trousers really back _____ fashion?
Abe’s really not that interested _____ going shopping for clothes.

2 I love your _____-purpose boots. Where did you buy them?
Google is a _____-national company that employs people worldwide.

3 I wish these shorts were _____-drying. I want to wear them now.
I think _____ fashion is a waste of money.

4 Those _____ boots look cool. Just like what the Beatles used to wear!
I was playing football and got kicked on the _____ – it really hurts.

5 I don’t know how you can walk in _____ heels. The prices in this second-hand store are quite _____.

A make
B become
C have

1 A through
B by
C along

2 A to spend
B spending
C spend

3 A prefer
B have preferred
C are preferring

4 A rebellion
B rebels
C rebellious

5 A garment
B tailor
C suit

Total /20